3 way switch wiring diagram light in middle

Wiring Collection. Variety of 3 way switch wiring diagram light in middle. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, and the power and also signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram generally offers details concerning the loved one setting and also setup of
devices and terminals on the tools, to assist in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
representation would certainly show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is typically made use of to repair troubles as well as to make
certain that all the links have been made as well as that everything is existing. A wiring diagram
is a basic graph of the physical connections and physical layout of an electrical system or
circuit. It demonstrates how the electric cords are adjoined as well as can also reveal where
components as well as elements may be linked to the system. Usage circuitry layouts to aid in
structure or manufacturing the circuit or electronic device. They are additionally beneficial for
making repair services. DIY enthusiasts utilize circuitry layouts yet they are also common in
house structure as well as auto repair. A residence contractor will certainly want to validate the
physical location of electrical outlets and light fixtures utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent
costly blunders and also building code offenses. A schematic reveals the plan and function for
an electrical circuit, yet is not concerned with the physical design of the cords. Circuitry
representations show just how the cords are linked as well as where they need to found in the
actual tool, along with the physical connections between all the components. Unlike a
photographic representation, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified shapes and lines to
reveal elements. Photographic layouts are usually pictures with labels or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it implies the
lines are connected. Many signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the
actual items they represent. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle
to the cable, much like a light switch you could flip on as well as off. Facebook Tweet Pin. Dear
Mr. Electrician : I need to see some three-way switch wiring diagrams. I have two switches that
control one light in my kitchen. I am not sure if they are 3-way switches or 2-way light switches.
I find that one switch has to stay in the up position at all times just so the other switch will turn
on the light. How do I diagnose and fix this? Answer : This page has a few three-way switch
wiring diagrams. One diagram is above, the rest are below. Two-way electrical light switches
and 3-way light switches are the same thing, they just have different names according to
country. I am guessing that one of your three-way switches broke down. Shut off the electrical
power for the circuit at the circuit breaker box. Due to multiple wires being hot in this particular
type of switch wiring it can be a little tricky for an amateur to diagnose which 3-way switch
failed. I suggest that you change one switch. I usually take one wire off the old switch and put it
on the new switch then repeat with the other wires. Do not remove all of the wires from the one
three-way switch at once and then try and figure what each wire is. First thing is to take notice
of the color of the screw terminals on the old switch. Thank you to John S. The unlabeled brass
terminal screws are for the travelers to get connected to. The original installers used whatever
materials and wiring methods were acceptable at the time of installation. There are old existing
3-way electrical switch installations that do not follow acceptable industry practice or electrical
code requirements. That is why it is important to identify the function of the wires for 3-way
electrical light switches. Changing a 3-way switch to a WiFi smart switch can be tricky. You will
need a neutral conductor to power the smart switch. You cannot use the grounding conductor
instead of a neutral. In addition some changes may need to be made at the other 3-way switch in
the circuit. Most likely the LOAD and one traveler will need to be connected together while the
other traveler is capped with a wirenut. All three-way switch and 2-way switch wiring diagrams
have the same basic components: Wires consisting of a LINE, a LOAD, a neutral, a pair of
travelers, and two 3-way switches. If you are trying to troubleshoot a 3-way switch operation,
you will need to identify the function of each wire. Do this before you disconnect any wires from
the switches. The LINE wire is usually the easiest to identify because it is hot at all times. It
should be terminated on a common copper or black screw on one of the 3-way switches. The
other three-way switch will have the LOAD wire connected to the common copper or black
screw. Note the one black screw on each of the above three-way switches. The green screw is
only for grounding purposes and must have one ground wire connected to it. Amazon Sells
Many 3-Way Switches. It is possible to simply replace the switches without having to identify
the function of each conductor. In this case you would just remove one wire at a time and put it
on the same terminal on the new switch. Take note of the color of the screw terminals on the old
and the new switches. With older wires where the color is not very distinguishable, I use
colored electrical tape to identify the conductors. It is very helpful and makes replacement
much easier the next time the switches need to be changed. I always have black, white, red,

green, and blue electrical tape on my truck. The traveler wires are interchangeable between the
two brass colored terminal screws. On one of the 3-way switches a LINE or hot wire gets
connected to the common copper or black screw terminal. Below is a simple 3-way schematic
that can be applied to all three-way electrical light switch connections. This is only a wiring
schematic and not the actual wiring method used for 3-way switch installations. Two very old
three-way switches are depicted in the photo above. The screw terminals were on the front of
switches many, many years ago. This was unsafe having live electrical terminals so close to a
metal wall plate. I have personally seen a few instances where the metal wall plate was coming
in contact with the live terminals and creating a short circuit resulting in a tripped circuit
breaker. There are several three-way switch wiring methods that can be used and it is usually
the installer that determines what is the best way for his or her purposes. In some countries the
three-way switch is called a two-way switch. I think that the most common method used to wire
a set of 3-way switches is to bring the two-wire LINE cable into one switch box and bring the
two-wire LOAD cable into the other switch box. This method is depicted in the diagram at the
top of this post. The red and black wires Travelers of the 3-wire cable get connected to the
brass terminals on the three-way switch. The white LOAD wire gets connected to the white wire
of the three-wire cable. The red and black travelers in the 3-wire cable get connected to the
brass terminals on the three-way switch. The above method is good because it ensures that the
white LINE neutral conductor is available at each switch box. In addition this method requires
only a 3 conductor cable With ground between the switches. Not every existing 3-way switch
installation has the same wire colors. Take Notice which wires are connected to the common
copper or black screw terminals. A variation of the above three-way and 2-Way switch wiring is
to bring all of the cables into one wall switch box as depicted in the diagram below, and branch
off from there to each switch and light fixture. From there a 3-wire cable 2 travelers, a ground,
and the re-identified white wire or a conduit would need to be installed over to the second 3-way
switch. Whenever the white wire is not being used as the neutral conductor it must be changed
to a different color. At the second 3-way switch, the black wire would be connected on the
common copper or black screw terminal on the switch. The bare or green grounding conductor
is not shown in these wiring diagrams in order to keep them simple. The electrical box must be
big enough to accommodate the number of wires. In the above diagram the white wire must be
re-identified as a hot wire at each switch location. The white wire between switches is not being
used as a neutral. The blue arrow points to the LOAD wire which will be connected onto the
common black or red colored terminal on the 3-way light switch to be installed in this box. The
red and blue wires in this installation are the travelers. This was added to an existing
installation that only had one single pole wall switch at the top of the basement stairs for the
basement lights. The homeowner wanted an additional switch in the basement. The photo below
shows the wiring at the other 3-Way location which was a single pole switch originally. The
black hot wire in the electrical box above is connected at the other end to the black LINE wire
and gets connected to the common black or red screw on the 3-way switch. The white wire has
been taped with blue electrical tape to show that it is not a neutral conductor, but a traveler. The
red wire is the other traveler. The travelers get connected to the two brass screw terminals on
the 3-way switch. When a white wire is being used as a traveler, it needs to have its color
changed according to Article Any color but white, gray, or green can be used. The extra clamp
at the top of this switch box needs to be removed as it counts as one additional wire Article The
black LINE wire or LOAD wire that is not connected to the second 3-way switch, gets connected
onto the common copper or black terminal of the first 3-way switch. The traveler wires from the
second switch get connected to the same two brass terminals on the first switch. Another
example of an alternative 3-way wiring method is to bring all of the cables into the ceiling light
fixture electrical box. From there a three conductor cable or a conduit would need to be
installed to one of the 3-way switch locations. A four conductor cable with ground or a conduit
would need to be installed to the other 3-way switch location as required by code to have a
white neutral conductor in one of the switch boxes. A larger ceiling electrical box would be
needed to accommodate all of the wires in this particular 3-way switch installation. A minimum
of 24 cubic inches is required if 14 wire is used. See Tables Two cubic inches are required for
each 14 wire. See article At each switch in the above 3-way switch wiring diagram the black wire
gets connected to the common copper or black screw. In the ceiling light fixture electrical box,
one black wire from a 3-way switch gets connected to the black LOAD wire on the light fixture.
The black wire from the other 3-way gets connected to the LINE black wire. The LINE white
neutral wire gets connected to the light fixture. The travelers in the ceiling light junction box get
spliced through color to color. The grounds are connected together, to the metal box, and also
to the light fixture. The ceiling electrical junction box needs to be extra large to fit all of the
wires. Take note of the white neutral wire that is required to be in one of the switch boxes. In the

United Kingdom some electricians use an alternative method for wiring two-way switches as
depicted in the above wiring diagram. Two-way switches and three-way switches operate the
same way and have the same connection points, they just have different names in the UK which
are Common, L1, and L2. The above switch wiring diagram shows a different wire color coding
than what is used in the USA. In this wiring configuration the Common terminals on each 2-way
switch are connected together with one wire. If you wanted to add more switches you would
install four-way switches, or as they are called in Europe, intermediate switches which get wired
to the L1 and L2 wires. The intermediate switches are wired in between the two-ways. Using a
three core cable, the Common wire going to the 2-way switches just passes through each
intermediate switch electrical box. Colored electrical tape is used to re-identify the wires. The
ground wires are not shown on these diagrams to save space and make for easy viewing.
However during the installation, all ground wires would be joined together and a pigtail for each
switch would be added. You might find my post depicting 4-Way switch wiring diagrams useful.
For single pole light switch wiring diagrams see my post here. To wire wall switches to control
electrical outlets, see my post here. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Privacy
Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Change Recessed Lights. Attic
Fan Replacement. TV is Copyrighted Material. All Rights Reserved. Electrician is a Registered
Trademark. TV does not use cookies to track your personal activity. Contact us: JohnG
MrElectrician. Site Map Disclaimer Privacy Policy. Cookies are used on this website to give you
the most relevant browsing experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Necessary Cookies are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. Third-party Cookies
Non-Necessary that help analyze and understand how you use this website are utilized by
advertisers. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have
the option to opt-out of these cookies. However opting out of some of these cookies may affect
your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-Necessary Non-Necessary. Pick the
diagram that is most like the scenario you are in and see if you can wire your switch! This might
seem intimidating, but it does not have to be. With these diagrams below it will take the guess
work out of wiring. Still looking for help? Feel free to contact me with any wiring questions you
might have. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice given or the
methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people do home
improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best to inform
of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation and
permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is
handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a
switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet
wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed
to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How to Wire a Plug.
How to wire a split receptacle. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitor's Favorite
Pages. Three way switches have become very popular because it adds convenience and ease to
lighting in large rooms, hallways and staircases. For more flexibility, add a four way switch.
Take your time, mark the wires properly and you will not only be successful, you will stay sane.
The first thing you will need to determine is where the power is coming from and where the
switches are positioned. In this first example, the power is coming in to the first switch, flowing
along to the second switch and ends at the light. The ground wire will always be attached in
each box and flow right to the end fixture. This option is very similar to option 1 when wiring a 3
way switch. Here I am showing how to hook some lights up in series. If you need more than two
lights, just keep pig-tailing the white and black wires to keep the circuit going. A comment from
a fellow handyman. Just that 3 way switches are a pain in the neck, especially when someone
pre-wired but did no finish work, dry wall was installed and the electrician never came back,
leaving this owner to hunt down every power leg and determine where every run went. A
phenomenal effort on your part! This may be one of the most common way to wire a 3 way
switch. Think of your staircase or hallway. Light switch at one end, lights in the middle, light
switch at the other end. Trace the wires carefully in the diagram so you can connect them to the
proper locations. Similar to option 3 but with a series of lights in the middle of two 3 way

switches. Note there are slight differences with the wiring at the light fixtures. Be sure to mark
the white wire as noted so if any future repairs or replacement is needed, whoever goes into the
box will know it is marked as a hot wire. The white wire coming from the second or last light will
be marked "hot" with black electrical tape. This way, all the wires can be used with no waste.
Here is another example of wiring a 3 way switch with the power coming from the fixture. I is
similar to Option 3 only with the power coming into the light fixture. This option is helpful if you
are adding a light to an existing building and it is easier to drop all the lines down from an attic
instead of trying to get wiring up from a finished basement or trying to fish wire up two stories.
In this scenario the power comes into one of the 3 way switches. It then splits to a light fixture
and another 3 way. Keep in mind that the maximum allowable wires in a standard size electrical
box is five 5. In this option you will have seven 7 wires in the first box. Not to worry, you can
purchase and oversize receptacle box just for such an occasion. Hey, doing it yourself is great
but if you are unsure of the advice given or the methods in which to job is done This site is
merely a collection of how some people do home improvements. There is no way we can
anticipate every situation and we do our best to inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to
check local building codes for proper installation and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to
turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is handy to have an outlet controlled by a
switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be
controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for
ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed to understand and confidently install a
ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How to Wire a Plug. How to wire a split receptacle. Questions
or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitor's Favorite Pages. By code, the number of conductors
allowed in a box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors
allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and
permit requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this information is
responsible for following all applicable regulations and best practices when performing
electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a qualified
electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. Three-way switches allow for
controlling a light fixture from two separate locations, these are usually used at the top and
bottom of a flight of stairs or at two different entrances to a room. On this page are several
wiring diagrams that can be used to map 3 way lighting circuits depending on the location of
the source in relation to the switches and lights. Also included, are diagrams for 3 way
dimmers, a 3 way ceiling fan switch, and an arrangement for a switched outlet from two
locations. For more information about these circuits and troubleshooting tips check below. In
this diagram, the electrical source is at the first switch and the light is located at the end of the
circuit. Three-wire cable runs between the switches and 2-wire cable runs to the light. The black
and red wires between SW1 and SW2 are connected to the traveler terminals. The hot source is
connected to the common terminal on SW1 and the common terminal on SW2 connects to the
hot terminal on the light. The source in this circuit is at the first switch and the light fixture is
located between SW1 and SW2. Three-wire cable runs between each switch and the light fixture.
The hot source wire is connected to the common terminal on SW1. The common terminal on
SW2 is connected to the hot terminal on the light. The traveler wires are spliced at the fixture
box to run between the traveler terminals on the switches, they are not connected to the light. In
this diagram the source for the circuit is at the light fixture and the two switches come after. The
hot source wire is spliced at the light box to the white cable wire running to the first switch box.
There it is spliced to the black wire running to the second switch box, which is then connected
to the common terminal on SW2. When a white wire is used for hot like this, it's marked with
black tape or paint at the ends to identify it as hot. Back at the light fixture, the hot terminal on
the light is connected to the black wire running to the common terminal on SW1. At SW1, the
red and white wires running to SW2 are used as travelers connecting the traveler terminals
between the two switches. Again, the white wire is marked with black on the ends to identify it
as hot. In this arrangement, the source for the circuit is at the light fixture which is located in the
middle of the circuit. At the light, the hot source wire is spliced to the black wire running to the
common terminal on SW2. The hot terminal on the light fixture is connected to the black wire
running to the common terminal on SW1. The red and white cable wires are spliced in the fixture
box and run to the traveler terminals on both switches. They don't connect to the light fixture.
The white wire is marked black on both ends to identify it as hot. The following 3 diagrams show
the wiring for a specially made dimmer that can be used in these circuits in place of either of the
the 3 way switches, or both. This arrangement allows for lowering the lights in a 3 way circuit.
After the lighting level has been set on one dimmer, the other switch will turn the lights off and
on at that level. This device can be used in place of any of the 3 way switches in these circuits,
as well as to dim the lights in a 4 way switch circuit as illustrated at this link. Instead of

terminals, a 3 way dimmer has 4 wires coming out of the casing: one common, two travelers,
and one ground wire. The common wire is usually black and the travelers are red. In any case,
the traveler wires will be the same color to distinguish them from the common wire. In this
circuit, the source hot is connected to the common terminal on the 3 way switch in the first box.
From there, 3-wire cable runs to the dimmer in the second box and 2-wire cable runs from the
dimmer to the light at the end of the circuit. The source neutral is spliced through to the light
fixture using the white cable wires at each box. The black and red wires running between the
switches connect the travelers. At the dimmer, the black wire is connected to the common wire
and at the other end, to the hot terminal on the light. This diagram is the same as the previous
one but the dimmer comes first in the circuit. This arrangement is provided for easy reference
when dealing with a circuit wired in this arrangement. In this diagram, the source is in the
middle of the circuit along with the dimmer switch. From the dimmer, 3-wire cable runs to the
other switch and 2-wire cable runs to the light fixture. The source hot wire is spliced to the
common on the dimmer and the neutral is splice through to the light fixture. At the 3 way
switch, the white cable wire is marked black and connected to the common terminal. At the
other end, the white wire is marked black again and spliced to the black wire running the hot
terminal on the light. The black and red wires running between the switches connect the
travelers together. In this arrangement, two 3-way dimmers are used to allow for lowering the
lights from both locations. Three-cable wire runs between the switches and 2-wire cable runs
from the second dimmer to the light. The common on the first dimmer connects to the hot
source wire and the common on the second connects to the wire running to the hot terminal on
the light. The source neutral is run through to the light fixture with a splice in each switch box.
The black and red wires running between the switches are used to connect the travelers
together. Here, a ceiling fan with a light kit is controlled with two 3-way switches. This is the
same arrangement as the second diagram on this page with a fan in place of the light fixture. In
this wiring, the source is at SW1 and 3-wire cable runs between each switch and the ceiling fan.
The hot from the source is connected to the common on SW1 and the neutral is spliced through
to the ceiling box using the white cable wire. The black and red cable wires are connected to the
traveler terminals, and at the fan, they are spliced with the black and white wires running to
SW2. The white wire is marked with black tape on both ends to identify it as hot. At the ceiling
box, the wires for the fan and light are both spliced to the black wire running to SW2. With this
arrangement, the switches control power to the ceiling box and a pull chain is used to control
fan speed. For more ceiling fan wiring diagrams, check this link. This diagram shows the wiring
arrangement for a 3 way switched outlet. With this wiring the receptacle can be controlled from
two locations. The source is at SW1 and 3-wire cable runs between all the devices. The hot wire
from the source connects to the common terminal on SW1 and the neutral wire is spliced
through to the neutral on the receptacle using the white cable wire. The black and red cable
wires connect to the traveler terminals on SW1 and at the outlet box, they are spliced to the red
and white wires running to the traveler terminals on SW2. The hot terminal on the receptacle is
connected to the black wire running to SW2 where it is connected to the common terminal. For
more switched outlet wiring diagrams, see this link. Here a receptacle is added to the 3 way
circuit before the first switch. It is not controlled with the switches but is instead always hot.
The source hot, neutral, and ground are spliced to a 2-wire cable that runs to the new outlet. The
3 way switches and light are then wired in the usual way with the common on SW2 spliced to
the source hot and the common on SW1 connected to the hot terminal on the light fixture. For
more diagrams to add a receptacle to an existing circuit, see this link. Three-way switches have
3 terminals to carry circuit electricity and one terminal for a ground wire. Of the three circuit
terminals, one is called the common and the other two are known as travelers. The common
terminal may be labeled and is usually a different color than the traveler terminals. Depending
on the manufacturer, the travelers may be on opposite sides of the device or the two terminals
may be on the same side. In any case, the common terminal will be distinguished from the
travelers in some way. The common terminals will always be connected to a hot wire, either
from the source or on the light fixture. These connections can be reversed if it's more
convenient, as long as one of the 3 way common terminals connects to the hot source and the
other one connects to the hot on the load, these circuits will work properly. The traveler
terminals will always be connected from switch to switch. Travelers never connect to a device
load or to a source wire. It doesn't matter which traveler terminal is used for which traveler wire,
reversing them should make no difference. The most likely cause of circuit failure is an error in
the wiring arrangement. Verify the circuit is wired correctly. Check to be sure the hot source is
connected to one common terminal and the light fixture hot is connected to the other common
terminal. Likewise, be sure the traveler terminals are connected between switches only and not
to any hot wires or the load. Also, be sure the neutral from the source is connected to the

neutral terminal at the load and nowhere else. A neutral wire will not be connected to a standard
3 way switch, although some smart switches and timers may make use of the neutral wire to
operate the device. If you believe you have things wired correctly and the lights still don't work,
you can test the switches using the following procedure. If you have existing switches that stop
working, they may be worn out or the terminal screws may have loosened over time. With the
power off and the device removed from the outlet box, check that all connections are still tight
using a screwdriver. If the connections are made with clamps instead of screws, tug firmly on
the wires to be sure they are all still tight. If you have an old or new switch you believe was
wired correctly and the circuit still doesn't work, the switch may be defective. In these cases,
you can test the internal functionality with a simple procedure. Turn off the power and remove
the switch from the circuit by disconnecting the wires. Use a continuity tester or multimeter on
the Ohms setting to determine if it's conducting electricity properly. To test a 3 way switch,
connect one meter probe to the common terminal and the other to one of the travelers. Flip the
switch toggle one way and then the other. If the meter shows continuity with the toggle in one
direction and not the other, move the probe from that traveler terminal to the other one and test
again. If you find the second traveler shows continuity with the toggle in one direction and not
the other, the switch is probably functioning properly. If, however, you don't find any continuity
or constant continuity no matter where the probe is or how you flip the toggle, the switch is
likely defective and should be replaced. One note about this test, if you are dealing with a smart
electronic switch or timer, this procedure will not work to test switch function. To control lights
from 2 locations, you need two 3-way switches. The location for the lights and power source
may vary, but regardless of this, the connections to the switches will always be the same.
Connect the hot wire from the source to the common terminal on one 3-way, and the hot wire
from the lights to the common on the other 3-way. Connect the traveler terminal between the
switches. Check the diagrams on this page to connect the neutral and ground wires for different
situations. How to Read These Diagrams Three-way switches allow for controlling a light fixture
from two separate locations, these are usually used at the top and bottom of a flight of stairs or
at two different entrances to a room. Wiring Diagram 3 Way Switch with Light at the End In this
diagram, the electrical source is at the first switch and the light is located at the end of the
circuit. Three-Way Switch Wiring Source in Middle In this arrangement, the source for the circuit
is at the light fixture which is located in the middle of the circuit. Ceiling Fan 3 Way Switch
Wiring Here, a ceiling fan with a light kit is controlled with two 3-way switches. Diagram to Add
an Outlet to a 3 Way Circuit Here a receptacle is added to the 3 way circuit before the first
switch. Email Print. Home Page. Quick 3-Way Light Wiring To control lights from 2 locations,
you need two 3-way switches. Wiring Light Switches. Wiring Multiple Lights. Wiring Circuit
Breakers. Before we get to wiring diagrams, here is how the 3-way switch terminals are
color-coded:. Here is a schematics in PDF format and a step-by-step process of connecting the
wires with power at the switch:. You can download the PDF file here to see more details. On the
wiring diagram above we have:. Electricity in this circuit travels through the hot wire across the
first switch and through the traveler wire to the second switch. After the light came on,
electricity comes back through the neutral white wire. If we flip switch number one , the circuit
will be broken and the light will turn off. Below is a step-by-step process of connecting the wires
with power at the light fitting download PDF file for greater detail :. Here is a downloadable PDF
file for you! In the above diagram, the power from the electricity source is coming through a
two-wire cable to the first switch. Three-wire cables are used between the two switches. As we
power this circuit, electricity will flow through the hot wire over to the second switch. As it goes
through the red traveler, it will stop at switch number one. When we flip the second switch, the
electricity can now go through to the light fitting and make it back through the neutral or white
wire. In order to turn the light back on, you need to flip the second switch again and the circuit
will be complete. Feel free to download a PDF file of the diagram above. In the step-by-step
process below, we will be connecting the wires to the power source and the light fitting
attached to the same switch:. We are including PDF files for printout and reference. To wire the
circuit in this way you will require the following cables:. In this circuit, electricity goes through
the hot wire to the first switch and then, to the second switch through the traveler wire. The
power goes back into the neutral white wire until the light comes on. A more detailed diagram is
included in this PDF file. The step-by-step process of connecting the wires with the power
source and light fitting between the light switches can be seen below:. Here is a more detailed
PDF file. To wire this circuit, you will need the following cables:. In this case, electricity flows
through the ceiling box from the first switch to the second switch. The circuit is disrupted at the
second switch, so the light is turned off. For the multiple lights version, please visit this page
How to wire a 3-way switch with multiple lights. Now you can download all the PDF files of our
diagrams! Who are we? We are a bunch of serious-minded people with a good sense of humor!

Because in lifeâ€¦. This is why our motto is:. Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in
electrical systems. Turn your hand made drawing or your concept into professional Auto CAD
design by visiting his online services page. Affiliate Disclosure. Even though we recommend
products that we like, some of them are linked to our affiliate partners that will pay us a small
commission at NO cost to you! Accuracy Disclaimer. This information was collected from a
variety of sources and is subject to change without notice. Safety Disclaimer. This article is for
informational purposes only and is not intended to replace professional advice in any way. You
are using the information provided at your own risk which includes, but is not limited to,
maintenance or repair, operation, installation, and safety precautions. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Our Blog About us. Wiring Switches.
Before we get to wiring diagrams, here is how the 3-way switch terminals are color-coded:
Green for Ground Terminal. Brass color for Traveler Terminals. Black for Live or Hot wire. The
power source is coming to a light switch first. Light before switches. The power source is
coming to light fitting first. The electricity source and light fixture are connected to the same
switch. The electricity source and light is in between switches. Diagram 1. Light after switches
power at the switch Here is a schematics in PDF format and a step-by-step process of
connecting the wires with power at the switch: Step 1: Connect live or a hot wire to the common
or black terminal of the first switch. Step 2: Use black and red wires to connect traveler or brass
colored terminals of the first switch and the second switch. Step 3: Connect the common black
terminal of the second switch to the bulb through the ceiling box. Step 4: Connect the incoming
white neutral wire to the other light fitting terminal. Step 5: Ground wires connect with the
ground green terminals of both switches and also with the bulb ground fitting terminal or
common all ground terminals through green wires. The ground wire is used for safety purposes.
On the wiring diagram above we have: Two-wire cable as an electricity source. Three-wire cable
between switches. The two-wire cable between the second switch and a light fixture. At your
service,. And we follow it VERY seriously! Aqeel Chaudhry Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with
experience in electrical systems. How do you wire a 3-way switch with multiple lights? How do
you wire a 4-way switch? You may be interested in. Legal Information. Back toâ€¦. Main Page
Wiring. Wiring 3-way switches is not complicated, but making sure you are connecting the right
wires, could be a little tricky. There are several ways you can wire your switches with the most
common being when electricity source is connected to the light switch first. This is where
diagrams come in handy and we are including them below along with step-by-step wiring
instructions in the video format. Very convenient if you have a big house. Three-way switches
are not expensive and could be UL-listed as this one Amazon link. Do not start doing anything
until you make sure that no power is going through the wires! Turn the power OFF by flipping
the appropriate circuit breaker and double-check it with a non-contact voltage tester. Working
with electricity is dangerous and can be fatal if not done properly. There are 4 terminals screws
on each switch see photo above , but some older versions of switches may come without the
ground terminal. Here is a good non-contact voltage tester for you from Fluke Amazon link.
Now, the actual wiring. In order to wire the 3-way switch properly, you will need to use one of
the diagrams that we will post below , and which one you use depends entirely on your need. If
power takes the usual route light switch first , you can use the following diagrams for
reference:. Click on the image to enlarge it. If you need to connect more fixtures, you can
duplicate the wiring for each new light. In this example, the power is coming into the switch to
the left through a two-wire cable and is going through the three-wire cable to another switch.
Two-wire cables are also used to connect the lights together. If the power goes directly into
your lighting fixture, then these wiring diagrams should help you out:. Here is another good
demonstration of 3-way switch wiring if the electricity source and light is connected to the same
3-way switch:. If you need to put the light between two switches, then you may find the
following diagrams very useful:. Allam is an engineer by profession. Allam graduated with
honors from world-ranked universities and even won a gold medal. His professional knowledge
and expertise include but not limited to :. Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in
electrical systems. Turn your hand made drawing or your concept into professional Auto CAD
design by visiting his online services page. Affiliate Disclosure. Even though we recommend
products that we like, some of them are linked to our affiliate partners that will pay us a small
commission at NO cost to you! Accuracy Disclaimer. This information was collected from a
variety of sources and is subject to change without notice. Safety Disclaimer. This article is for
informational purposes only and is not intended to replace professional advice in any way. You
are using the information provided at your own risk which includes, but is not limited to,
maintenance or repair, operation, installation, and safety precautions. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Our Blog About us. Wiring Switches. Wiring
materials Materials for installing 3-way switches include: Cables or If your circuit breaker is 20

amps, you will need a gauge wire and if you have a 15 amp circuit like most homes , you will
need a 14 gauge wire Identifying the screws of a 3-way switch There are 4 terminals screws on
each switch see photo above , but some older versions of switches may come without the
ground terminal. Ground terminal green screw â€” 1pc. This part of the switch is not insulated
and is connected directly to the metal framework. Usually painted green. This terminal is meant
for the ground wire, which is usually green or uninsulated plain copper. Common terminal dark
or black screw â€” 1pc. This terminal is designed for connecting a hot black wire which is
coming from your circuit breaker panel. Traveler terminals brass screws â€” 2pc. These
terminals are interchangeable, and designed for traveler wires red and black wire from a
common cable between two switches. Identifying the wires of a 3-way switch Green wire or bare
copper wire ground wire. Very often this is a bare copper wire that attaches to the green screw
or terminal of the switch. White wire neutral or common wire. The purpose of this wire is to send
electricity directly to the light bulb. The white wire that comes from the switch cable needs to be
connected directly to the white wire of the common cable and then goes all the way to the
appropriate terminal of the bulb. Black wire hot wire. There are three types of black wires
coming from the 3-way switches when wiring multiple lights. The first wire is connected to the
main energy source and its destination is the common terminal or the black screw of one of the
3-way switches. The second wire is connected to the common terminal or black screw of the
second 3-way switch and its destination is the corresponding terminal of the bulb black. The
third wire is connected between one of the traveler terminals of the two 3-way switches. Red
wire Traveler or switch wire. This wire is connected to the main energy source and its
destination is the black terminal or a screw of the 3-way switch. Here are some wiring cases:
The electricity source is connected to the 3-way switch first. Power at the 3-way switch. The
electricity source is connected to the light fixture first. Power at the light. Electricity source and
light are connected to the same 3-way switch. Electricity source and light is in between
switches. Case 1. Power at the 3-way switch multiple lights If power takes the us
2014 ford explorer manual
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ual route light switch first , you can use the following diagrams for reference: Click on the
image to enlarge it. This is how the cables are connected: The hot source of the first 2-wire
cable is connected to the common terminal of the first switch to the left, in the diagram. Neutral
or white wire coming from the same 2-wire cable is connected to the first light. Between lights,
another 2-wire cable is used and connected to appropriate terminals. The hot or black wire
coming from the last light, is connected to the common terminal of the second light switch. The
ground wire gets connected to the ground screws of both switches and light fixtures. Red and
black wires from three-wire cable are connected between switches to appropriate traveler
terminals. Case 2. Case 4. At your service,. Allam Allam is an engineer by profession. Aqeel
Chaudhry Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems. You may be
interested in. Legal Information. Back toâ€¦. Main Page Wiring.

